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FFLOODSS 

 There are few places on Earth where people do not need to be concerned 
about flooding, and Misawa is not one of them. Floods occur when water          
overflows, or inundates land that is normally dry. Most floods can take hours or 
days  to develop giving people time to evacuate, however flash floods can happen 
much quicker and can severely endanger residents if they are unprepared. In the 
United States, floods cause the highest number of weather related deaths. 

Some basic safety tips for floods are: 

Turn around, Don’t Drown! If you see a flooded road or water running over the 
path ahead of you, don’t risk it. Turn around and find another path. 

Avoid walking or driving through flooded waters. Six inches of running water 
can knock a person down, and two feet can sweep your vehicle away. 

If there is a chance of flash flooding, move immediately to higher ground or 
evacuate the area completely. 

If floodwaters rise around your car but the 
water is not moving, abandon the car and 
move to higher ground. Do not leave the 
car and enter moving water. 

Avoid camping or parking along streams, 
rivers, and creeks during heavy rainfall. 
These areas can flood quickly and with 
little warning 

Pay attention to weather updates in your area. 
If you have a Flood Watch stay tuned to the 
radio or TV for updates. If your in the area of a Flood Warning, move to high 
ground and evacuate if directed! Have a Flood Plan! 

CBRN Defense Survival 
Skills Course 

 
Remember, CBRN is an 

annual requirement       for 
all Active Duty USAF and 

Emergency Essential      
Civilians! 

 
 

To Schedule, contact your 
local unit scheduler or EM 

Representatives. 
 

Emergency Numbers 
 

On Base: 911 
Off Base: 0176-53-1911 
L.E. Desk: 226-4358 
 

There’s An App For That 
 

Did you know we have a 
mobile app on the iphone 

and android? 
 

Go to your app store and 
search/download  

“Air Force Be Ready” 
to have all your             

preparedness checklists 
ready in your hand. 
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EEMERGENCYY Y KITT 
 A vehicle disaster supply kit should not vary too much from your home kit, the 
main difference between them is size. This kind of kit will work well incase your vehicle 
gets stranded because of flood waters. 

Some key items that everyone should keep in their vehicles for emergencies are:  

A road flare (not just a good idea, it’s the law) 

Snacks 

Thermal blankets 

A few bottles of water 

Flashlight  

Basic tool kit 

Jumper cables 

Having any of these items could save your life or someone you know and it brings you 
one step closer to being prepared for the worst! 

HHAVEE E A FFLOODD D PPPLANN!N! 
 Having a Flood Plan can be the difference between a stressful time or a smooth operation. Your plan doesn't have to be        
complicated, in fact it shouldn’t. Simple plans are more likely to work and they are easier for children to comprehend and        
remember in a stressful situation. You should start off by knowing your flood risk and consider buying flood insurance. Your 

plan should include the who, what, when, and where.   

Who: this portion should be who is included in your plan: children,            
 significant other, pets or even your next door neighbor.  

What:  the actions that will be taken, like collecting your important   
 documents or grabbing the emergency kit you’ve made. 

When: this portion is very broad and can be anything like knowing 
 phone numbers when something happens or knowing ways to 
 stay informed on what is going on. 

Where: the place where you (and anyone else in your  plan) will           
   rendezvous, shelter, or evacuate to if needed.   

p in their vehicles for emergencies are

s the law)

d save your life or someone you know and it bring
t!

Helpful Websites 
 

USAF Be Ready:  
 www.beready.af.mil 
 
FEMA: 
 www.fema.gov 
 www.ready.gov 
 www.disasterassistance.gov 
 
Red Cross: 
 http://arcbrcr.org 
 

Contact Information 
 

Readiness & Emergency  
Management Flight 

35 CES/CEX 
 

Building 793, Room 112 
DSN: 315-226-2031 

Commercial: 011-81-176-2031 
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USAF Be Ready:  
 www.beready.af.mil 
 
FEMA: 
 www.fema.gov 
 www.ready.gov 
 www.disasterassistance.gov 
 
Red Cross: 
 http://arcbrcr.org 
 

Contact Information 
 

Readiness & Emergency  
Management Flight 

 
35 CES/CEX 

 
Building 793, Room 112 

DSN: 315-226-2031 
Commercial: 011-81-176-2031 
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EEMERGENCYY Y SSSUPPLYY Y KKKITSS 

 Disasters can strike anywhere, at any time, with little to no warning and even less time to 
prepare. It is important for everyone to have a plan and an emergency supply kit. An emergency 
supply kit is a collection of basic items your household may need in the event of an emergency. 
When planning and building your kits, be prepared to use them for a MINIMUM of 72 hours. The 
hardest part of any new process is figuring out where to begin. Most individuals believe that in or-
der to be a functional kit, it must have the biggest and most expensive products on the market. A 
basic kit can actually be made cheaply with most of the items already being found around your 
home.   

Start with a sturdy bag (something that can be picked up and carried). Inside your “To-Go” bag, it 
is recommended to have the following items at a minimum:  

Nonperishable food (don’t forget the can opener!) 

Water (plan for 1 gallon per person per day) 

Flashlight with extra batteries 

First-aid kit  

Copy of important documents (birth certificates, marriage certificates, insurance paperwork) 

Extra charger for your cell phones (inverter or solar charger)  

Utensils 

Toys and games for kids 

A pocket knife 

Change of clothes 

Cash, US and YEN (no power = no ATM)   

Candles  

Matches 

Personal hygiene items 

Once you have the basics down, expand and keep building it to meet your local hazards! Good 
items to add for Misawa AB: thermal kits, blankets, dust mask, crank radio, medications, snacks, 
pet food, and maps of the local area.   

M)  

d keep building it to meet your local hazards! Goo
bl k t d t k k di di ti k

CBRN Defense Survival 
Skills Course 

 
Remember, CBRN is an 

annual requirement       
for all Active Duty USAF 
and Emergency Essential 

civilians! 
 
 

To schedule, contact your 
local unit scheduler or EM 

Representatives. 
 

Emergency Numbers 
 

On Base: 911 
Off Base: 0176-53-1911 
L.E. Desk: 226-4358 
 

Preparathon Booth 
 

Join the Red Cross, Navy 
Emergency Management 

and AF Emergency  
Management on April 30th. 

We will be at the BX 
breezeway from 0900 until 
1700. Join us and get the 

opportunity to win an  
Emergency Supply kit. 
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VVEHICLEE E EEEMERGENCYY Y SSSUPPLYY Y KKKITSS 
 A vehicle disaster supply kit should not vary too much from your home kit, the 
main difference between them is size. 

Some key items that everyone should keep in their vehicles for emergencies are:  

A road flare (not just a good idea, it’s the law) 

Snacks 

Thermal blankets 

A few bottles of water 

Flashlight  

Basic tool kit 

Jumper cables 

 

Just like with a home kit, these are basic items that everyone should have, but feel free to 
add more stuff based on your needs. 

HHAVEE E A PPLANN!N! 
 Having a plan can be the difference between a stressful time or a smooth operation. Your plan doesn't have to be        
complicated, in fact it shouldn’t. Simple plans are more likely to work and they are easier for children to comprehend and        
remember in a stressful situation. Your plan should include the who, what, when, and where.   

Who: This portion should be who is included in your plan: children,            
 significant other, pets or even your next door neighbor.  

What:  The actions that will be taken, like collecting your important   
 documents or grabbing the emergency kit you’ve made. 

When: This portion is very broad and can be anything like knowing 
 who to contact when something happens or knowing ways to  stay        
 informed on what is going on. 

Where: The place where you (and anyone else in your  plan) will             
   rendezvous, shelter, or evacuate to if needed.   
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Helpful Websites 
 

USAF Be Ready:  
 www.beready.af.mil 
 
FEMA: 
 www.fema.gov 
 www.ready.gov 
 www.disasterassistance.gov 
 
Red Cross: 
 http://arcbrcr.org 
 

Contact Information 
 

Readiness & Emergency  
Management Flight 

35 CES/CEX 
 

Building 793, Room 112 
DSN: 315-226-2031 

Commercial: 011-81-176-2031 
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TTYPHOONSS S DDDEFINEDD 

Preparing for a Typhoon is similar to preparing for any natural disaster, with several additional  
considerations. As usual, you want to have a Disaster Supply Kit with at least the following: 

Three (3) days worth of water—remember, one gallon per person per day! 

Three (3) days of non-perishable food 

Flashlights and spare batteries 

First Aid Kit and prescription medication 

Cash,  yen and dollars—no power means no ATM! 

In addition to the Kit, you should remember the following: 

Avoid parking under trees 

Secure doors and windows 

Secure any loose outdoor objects that might become projectiles! 

CBRN Defense Survival 
Skills Course 

 
Remember, CBRN is an 

annual requirement       
for all Active Duty USAF 
and Emergency Essential 

Civilians! 
 

Refer to AFI 10-2501  
PACAF Supplement for 
additional information. 

 
To Schedule, contact your 
local unit scheduler or EM 

Representatives. 

Emergency Numbers 
 

On Base: 911 
Off Base: 0176-53-1911 
L.E. Desk: 226-4358 
 

PPREPARATIONN 
There’s An App For That 

 
Did you know we have a 
mobile app on the iPhone 

and android? 
 

Go to your app store and 
search/download  

“Air Force Be Ready” 
to have all your             

preparedness checklists 
ready in your hand. 
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Typhoons are defined as tropical storms that occur in the  
Pacific Ocean, similar to how hurricanes are tropical 
storms that occur in the Atlantic Ocean.  Typhoons have 
very strong winds, at least 58 miles per hour—that’s 
strong enough to blow away children and pets, as well as 
make most small objects into dangerous projectiles! 

 

Typhoons also bring with them heavy rain and low   
pressure, that combined with high winds causes a  
phenomena known as “storm surge” - a lifting of the ocean’s normal water level. The stronger the 
storm, the bigger the lift, and greater the flooding! 

 
In Japan, typhoon season lasts from 1 May until 31 October, so now is the time to  

 



TCCORR 
Military bases use a rating system called Tropical Cyclone Conditions of Readiness, or “TCCOR” to 
indicate time until Typhoons make landfall and the preparation actions that should be taken.  These 
warnings are published using all the normal emergency channels such as: AFN, Misawa Facebook 
page, and AdHoc.  Ensure you have access to at least two of these! 

Helpful Websites 
 

USAF Be Ready:  
 www.beready.af.mil 
 
FEMA: 
 www.fema.gov 
 www.ready.gov 
 www.disasterassistance.gov 
 
Red Cross: 
 http://arcbrcr.org 
 

Contact Information 
 

Readiness & Emergency  
Management Flight 

35 CES/CEX 
 

Building 793, Room 112 
DSN: 315-226-2031 

Commercial: 011-81-176-
2031 

 
Find us on Facebook! 
www.facebook.com/

MisawaEmergencyMan-
agement 

Misawa AB Tropical Cyclone Condi ons of Readiness (TCCOR) 
CONDITION TIME/POTENTIAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 

TCCOR 5 96 hours prior to possible arrival of  
sustained 50 knot (58MPH) winds. 

Check and update disaster kits and monitor  
emergency broadcas ng sta ons. 

TCCOR 4 72 hours prior to possible arrival of  
sustained 50 knot (58MPH) winds 

Units take ac ons for warning no fica ons &  
prepare for UCC ac va on. 

TCCOR 3 48 hours prior to possible arrival of  
sustained 50 knot (58MPH) winds 

Consider closing schools, AAFES facili es, Post office 
& nonessen al work centers. 

TCCOR 2 24 hours prior to possible arrival of  
sustained 50 knot (58MPH) winds 

Consider closing all facili es and sending all  
personnel except mission essen al personnel home. 

TCCOR 1 12 hours prior to possible arrival of  
sustained 50 knot (58MPH) winds Consider closing all nonessen al ac vi es. 

TCCOR 1C 
(Cau on) 

Winds of sustained 50 knots or greater  
to occur within the next 3 hours. 

Contact Misawa AB Weather Flight to help make a 
determina on of the storm's strength 

TCCOR 1E 
(Emergency) 

Winds of sustained 50 knots or greater 
are occurring. 

Send all nonessen al personnel home and ensure all 
DODD & AAFES facili es and nonessen al work  

centers are closed. 

TCCOR 1R 
(Recovery) 

Destruc ve winds of sustained 50 knots 
are no longer occurring. All personnel, 

except pre-iden fied emergency essen al 
recovery personnel, remain in quarters. 

Delay major clean up efforts by military personnel 
un l the winds have subsided to less then 20 knots 

sustained. 

TCCOR Storm 
Watch 

There is s ll a possibility of danger to 
personnel due to storm unpredictability 

or hazards created by high winds. 

All units monitor the CAC channel, internet, email & 
AFN radio broadcasts. 

All Clear Hazardous condi ons and winds are no 
longer present. Return to normal du es. 

The wind speeds shown above for each TCCOR serve 
as a guide. Decisions on the TCCOR declara on rests 
with the 35 FW/CC based on wind speeds, weather 

forecast, opera onal/ mission concerns and the  
safety of all involved. 
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HHYPOTHERMIAA 

Hypothermia is a potentially dangerous drop in body temperature, usually 
caused by prolonged exposure to cold temperatures. The risk of cold exposure 
increases during the winter months. But, if you're exposed to cold              
temperatures on a spring hike or capsized on a summer sail, you can also be at 
risk of hypothermia. 

 

What Causes Hypothermia? 

 
Cold exposure! When the balance between the 
body's heat production and heat loss tips toward heat 
loss for a prolonged period, hypothermia can occur. 
Accidental hypothermia usually happens after cold 
temperature exposure without enough warm, dry 
clothing for protection.  

Milder environments can also lead to hypothermia, depending on a person's 
age, body mass, body fat, overall health, and length of time exposed to cold 
temperatures. A frail, older adult in a 60-degree house after a power outage 
can develop mild hypothermia overnight. Infants and babies sleeping in cold 
bedrooms are also at risk. 

Other causes can include certain medical conditions such as diabetes and    
thyroid conditions, some medications, severe trauma, or using drugs or       
alcohol all increase the risk of hypothermia. 
  

CBRN Defense Survival 
Skills Course 

 
Remember, CBRN is 2 year 
requirement  for all Active 

Duty USAF and Emergency 
Essential Civilians! 

 
To Schedule, contact your 
local unit scheduler or EM 

Representatives. 
 

Emergency Numbers 
 

On Base: 911 
Off Base: 0176-53-1911 
L.E. Desk: 226-4358 

There’s An App For That 
 

Did you know we have a 
mobile app on the iphone 

and android? 
 

Go to your app store and 
search/download  

“Air Force Be Ready” 
to have all your             

preparedness checklists 
ready in your hand. 
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SSYMPTOMSS S OFF F HYPOTHERMIAA 

Hypothermia symptoms for children, adults, and the elderly: 
Shivering, which may stop as hypothermia progresses (shivering is 
actually a good sign that a person's heat regulation systems are still 
active.) 
Slow, shallow breathing 
Confusion and memory loss 
Drowsiness or exhaustion 
Slurred or mumbled speech 
Loss of coordination, fumbling hands, stumbling steps 
A slow, weak pulse 
In severe hypothermia, a person may be unconscious without  

      obvious signs of breathing or a pulse 
Hypothermia symptoms for infants include: 

Cold-to-touch, bright red skin 
Unusually low energy 

IIFF F MEDICALL L CAREE E ISNN'N'TTT T AVAILABLEE 
 

Remove any wet clothes, hats, gloves, shoes, and socks. 
Protect the person against wind, drafts, and further heat loss with warm, dry clothes and blankets. 
Move gently to a warm, dry shelter as soon as possible. 
Begin rewarming the person with extra clothing. Use warm blankets. Other helpful items for 
warming are: an electric blanket to the torso area and hot packs and heating pad on the torso, 
armpits, neck, and groin; however, these can cause burns to the skin. Use your own body heat if 
nothing else is available. 
Take the person's temperature if a thermometer is available. 
Offer warm liquids, but avoid alcohol and caffeine, which speed up heat loss. Don't try to give 
fluids to an unconscious person. 

Helpful Websites 
 

USAF Be Ready:  
 www.beready.af.mil 
 
FEMA: 
 www.fema.gov 
 www.ready.gov 
 www.disasterassistance.gov 
 
Red Cross: 
 http://arcbrcr.org 
 

Contact Information 
 

Readiness & Emergency  
Management Flight 

35 CES/CEX 
 

Building 793, Room 112 
DSN: 315-226-2031 

Commercial: 011-81-176-2031 
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